The Wrath of Garlic: Part 2
Trunks Search Tien's Trail
During and after the two years that Tien trained another warrior was in search for some
help in the vastness of space but was many times unsuccessful . "Hmmmmm I sense a
power over here in this planet system but I don't know it seems familiar" said Trunks as
he searched the galaxy. He headed for the planet and landed. "Hey, this is a merchant
planet," said Trunks as he looked at his surroundings, the planet was had a desert
atmosphere and many outdoor markets "I need to get more supplies anyway." Trunks
looked at his wallet when it was snatched by a thief.
"Hey stop!" Trunks yelled as he gave chase to the speedy crook, but the thief was stopped
in his tracks as a figure grabbed the back of his shirt when the crook ran pass him, the
figure snatch the wallet from his hands and gave it to Trunks as he arrived, Trunks was
amazed at the site of the figure face "Tapion!"Trunks said in excitement "Trunks?,"
Tapion replied as he dropped the thief who immediately ran away "is that you?" "yeah"
"How are you, why are you here" "The Earth was overtaken, none of us could do
anything against them they killed father and somehow I came to I was in space, now for
the last two years I've been searching space for help, I found you, will you help us?"
Trunks asked "Yes, I will help to save your planet," Tapion replied "come to my ship we
have plenty of supplies." Trunks arrived at Tapion's shuttle and saw a young man his age
with a tight tunic (resembling Scorpion's From Mortal Kombat) He came up to Trunks
"This is my little Bro Minoshay," Tapion said "Minoshay this is Trunks" Minoshay
nodded "Hey" "Nice to meet ya" Trunks replied Tapion told Minoshay the situation and
then they took off with Trunks' pod inside Tapion's ship. "Hey Tapion," Trunks said "I
think we need to stop by New Nemek and get the dragon balls, we could use some
wishes" "Sure we'll change direction" Tapion replied and then they headed to New
Nemek.
Tien left the frozen north for the first time in two years he bought a new pair oh khakis
and a white T-shirt he also bought a khaki color hat and cloak to hide his identity and his
third eye. He made his first visit to Scotland and was met with disbelief, the land was a
barren wasteland "What happened here?" said Tien to himself. He went to the nearest
town and he saw a horrible sight demons were torturing people and making them do slave
work, the demons looked like a cross between a man and a dragon they were completely
black with bright red eyes and yellow teeth and nails. "I've got to stop this" Tien thought
"Hey, ugly!" Tien shouted. They looked at Tien and two charged at him Bring it on Tien
thought smiling. He balled up his fist by his side and yelled continuously, a light
surrounded him, and it was so bright that it blinded the two demons stopping them in
there tracks. Tien's power leveled tripled as he finished powering up, he dashed at his
enemy and elbowing them both them backhanding them with his first sending them
soaring from either side of the three-eyed hero, he extended his arms and put out his
palms and sent two balls of energy after them blowing them to smithereens the other
demons ran in fear, Tien sent a homing energy blast at all of them and destroyed every
last one of them the people were amazed at Tien and applauded at his merit. "Wow! you

beat the demons!" shouted a villager Tien looked at him and asked "What happened here"
"Lord Garlic unleashed the demons and destroyed all we loved, he says that they could
do with us what they please." "That's horrible" "l... l.. l... look behind you" Tien turned
around to find Bebi behind him with his arms crossed and power level three times is was
before "Master Garlic wants you Tien," He said "Dead or alive...."
Tien and Bebi powered up and Bebi made the first move going toward Tien and thrusting
his knee in the Triclops abs and Hammering his backmaking Tien bounce off the ground,
Tien rolled to his side and popped up "not bad" Tien ran toward Bebi and uppercuted him
many miles up and making this an aerial battle. Tien flew up to meet hid foe and met him
with a clothesline Tien grabbed the back of Bebi's mohak and bashed it against his knee
many times, then Tien still holding Bebi swung him to the ground, Bebi hit it hard and
created a huge crater in the earth. Tien descended with extreme speed slamming hid knee
in the stomach of Bebi. Bebi Bleeding from above his left eye, nose and lip, was now
bleeding internally spitting up a cup of blood, he stood up and looked at Tien in fear.
Tien grabbed him by the throat and lifted him high in the air and chokeslaming the fiend
into the ground, Tien accended and put his hands in position "Kikoha!" a beam of light
came from Tien's hands and totally disintegrated Bebi, then he floated back to the ground
slowly savoring his victory " two down, two to go".

